
All patterns are for private use only and may not be commercially knitted and sold

The wrist warmers are knit in the round from arm to hand. On the upper side is a pattern of simple lift stitches, 
the bottom part is worked in a K1, P1 ribbing to maximise stretch. These wrist warmers look especially lovely 
with the knitted in beads at the beginning and end. Right and left wristlets are identical with the exception of 
round 86 and round 87 in which the holes for the thumbs are worked.

Wrist warmers

Sizes: S(M,L)
The model shown is knit in size S

Material:
1(1,1) skein Andromeda (75%wool, 20% Polyamide, 5% Polyester ) 400m/100gr
Addi Sockenwunder 3mm, 3 stitch markers, 1 for beginning of round, two to mark the pattern. 
60 (68, 76) Hoshii beads, 3x3 cubes, 0.5mm crochet hook, darning needle and scissors. 
28 st x 28 st = 10 cm x 10 cm in stockinette stitch 

Special notice:
All slipped stitches are slipped purl-wise. How to knit in the beads is explained in great detail with 
illustrations at http://feinmotorik.blogspot.de/2017/01/perlen-einstricken.html

Project courtesy of Addi and 
Feinmotorik, all rights reserved. 



Abbreviations:
St   = stitch 
K    = knit
P    = purl
B    = bead
Rd  = round 
Sl1  = slip one
Stm = stitch marker 
Sm  = slip marker to left needle 

Project courtesy of Addi and Feinmotorik, all rights reserved. 

Cast on:
60 (64, 68) st and close round, careful not to twist stitches. Set marker.
Rd 1: cuff,* k3 in back of stitches, p1* repeat to end of round, slip marker to left needle
Rd 2 to 12 : work as Rd 1, set stitch marker after 16 st and then after 27 st the round is now divided into 3 
parts, 16 st, 27 st (31, 35) and 17 st
Rd 13: *k1, thread one bead into the first st of the left needle, knit this stitch, k1, p1* repeat from *to* to end 
of rd 14 (15, 16) times
Rd 14: *k1, p1 to first marker, move stm from left to right needle, k1, [sl1, k3] from [to] 5 (6,7) times  sl1, k1, 
slm* p1,k1 to end of rd, slm 
Rd 15 and 16: as Rd 14
Rd 17: * k1, p1* to first atm, slm, p1, k1 to end of rd slm
Rd 18 to 85: repeat rd 14 to 17, 17 times

Thumb hole, right wristlet
Rd 86: *k1,p1* repeat from *to * to first stm, k1, [sl1, k3] repeat from [to] 5 (6,7) tkmes, sl1, k1, slm, p1, 
loosely chain off 10 st (12, 14) according  to pattern. *p1, k1* to end of rd, slm
Rd 87: *k1, p1* to first stm, k1, [sl1, k3] repeat from [to] 5 (6,7) times, sl1, k1, slm, p1. Cast on 10 (12,14) 
st,* p1, k1* to end of rd, slm

Thumb hole, left wristlet 
Rd 86: * k1,p1* from *to* 2 (1,0) times, loosely chain off 10 (12,14) st according to pattern slm, [ sl1, k3] 
repeat from [ to] until 2 st before next stm, repeat, sl1, k1, slm  * p1,k1* to end of rd  slm
Rd 87: *k1,p1* repeat *to* 2 (1,0) times. Cast on 10 st (12,14) st,  slm, k1, [ sl1, k3] repeat from [ to ] until 2 
st before the next stm repeat  sl1,k1,slm, * p1,k1* to end of rd, slm
Continuation for both wrist warmers 
Rd 88: as Rd 14
Rd 89: as Rd 17
Rd 90: as Rd 13, knit in beads
Rd 91: as Rd 2 remove 2 stm for pattern, keep stm for beginning of rd
Rd 92 to 98: as Rd 2
Rd 99: chain off loosely in pattern
Cut yarn and pull through last loop, wash, block into shape and sew in loose threads. 
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These wrist warmers are part of the series #diedreivomblogdesigns


